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THE INDIAN OCEAN which

represents 14 per. cent of the
earth's surface is the least

known of the earth's oceans.

Since 1 959 science has explored
its mysteries on three levelsat¬
mospheric, surface and under¬
water. Right, trainees from
South-east Asia at work on

the research vessel "Stranger".
Unesco - Mattson

20-nation

scientific

expedition

ILL THE INDIAN OCEAN YIELD

ITS SECRETS? by Daniel Behrman

Apeaceful international fleet of forty vessels
will be setting out over the next two years

on a voyage of discovery in which the factor of the un¬
known looms almost as large as it did to the first naviga¬
tors to venture over the horizon in the past.

This fleet is the International Indian Ocean Expedition,

history's most ambitious co-operative venture in oceano¬
graphy, a science as old in its origins as seafaring and
yet as new and as challenging as the exploration of outer
space. Twenty countries in all are participating. Since
1959 several exploratory vessels have already been cruising
the Indian Ocean as part of the Expedition.

These research vessels are to cover the Indian Ocean

which represents 14 per cent of the earth's surface and
28 million square miles, of which so little is known that
they have been only semi-facetlously termed as "inner
space." The mysteries which this expedition is seeking
to crack, sound at times as if they had come from the
pen of a Jules Verne or an H. G. Wells.

For example, in the northwestern corner of the Indian
Ocean alone, running from the Arabian Sea to a line ten

degrees south of the Equator, vessels next year will be
trying to learn if the actual geological boundary of the
African continent extends almost to the middle of the

Arabian Sea Instead of running along an offshore contin¬
ental shelf.

Others will be investigating the physical processses of
this ocean to find out why it suddenly appears to become
deadly to Its fish population. In 1957, a Soviet vessel
bound from Ceylon to the Gulf of Aden encountered a
mass of dead fish floating over 60,000 square miles, a
tonnage estimated as equal to the world's commercial
fish catch for an entire year.

At one point the expedition will become a combined alr-

and-sea operation; the atmosphere will be converted into
an open "prism," miles In height, by weather planes flying

triangles or pentagons with surface observers at the end
of each 100 mile leg. The difference in readings at both

ends of the "prism" is expected to provide clues to the

flow of heat and water vapour over the ocean. This ls

another step in the process of attempting to learn how 29
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Karl von Frisch:

NATURE'S HIDDEN LANGUAGES OF SMELL

NowIOC Evolving Agenda

Intergovernmental UN platform 
for dialogue and cooperation

in ocean science

Intergovernmental UN Platform to 
enable ocean science  for addressing 

existential issues



SDG14 of the 2030 Agenda

Humankind is running 
out of time 

to start managing 
the ocean sustainably

2016



Commitment of 17 Panel Countries
to sustainably manage 100% of EEZ by 2025

5 “enablers” for:

1. Stopping land-based pollution
2. Innovative lower-risk finance
3. Upgrading ocean accounting
4. Data + guidance (= science)
5. Ocean planning

+

“Sustainable Ocean Planning”5 key sectors for transformation:
1. Food ( x6 )
2. Energy ( x 40 ) 
3. Low carbon transport & ports
4. Ocean restoration / protection
5. Tourism

• 20% of Carbon emissions gap
• GDP of 15 T$ by 2050 6.    Climate change 

mitigation/adaptation



Coastal zone

management

and adaptation

Marine Spatial

Planning/

Sustainable 

ocean economy

BBNJ, LMEs

MPAs, ecosystem 

restoration 

Management

of fisheries 

and aquaculture

Adaptation to 

and mitigation 

of climate change, 

NDCs

Development of

national R&D 

strategies &

ocean policies

Regional and

national capacity

development 

Early warning

systems

Real-time 

oceanographic, 

weather/climate 

services

Key Ocean Management Domains 



Current   IOC  Portfolio



The science we need 
for the ocean we want

• Clean
• Healthy and 

resilient
• Productive
• Predicted
• Safe
• Accessible
• Inspiring and

engaging 
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IOC WORK ON BLUE CARBON

The Blue Carbon Initiative (BCI):
• Support scientific research on blue carbon
• Methods for assessing blue carbon stocks and emissions
• Provide policy guidance (e.g., NDCs guidance)

International Partnership for Blue Carbon (IPBC):
1) Increase international commitments to protect coastal blue 

carbon ecosystems
2) Improve national policies
3) Accelerate on-the-ground action (Blue Carbon Accelerator 

Fund)

Global Ocean Decade Programme for Blue Carbon (GO-BC):
• Enhance scientific cooperation at global/regional level
• Coordinate capacity building activities



Title subtitle

Impacts on ecosystems and climate:
Ø20-35 % area lost since 1970
ØUp to 92% of original C stocks can be released back
Ø0.141-0.466 gigatons CO2 per year could be avoided 

by preventing degradation of blue carbon ecosystems



Ocean in UN Frameworks

CCRP

PSMA

Ocean-Climate Dialogue
Kunming-Montreal GBF

+ ILBI on Plastic Pollution 2024



More Effective Approach to Ocean Issues in UN

For the 1st time in history, science tells us that there is a real possibility to reverse the decline in ocean health and to start living
in harmony with the ocean. 
The way forward is the climate-smart, ecologically- oriented, ethical ocean management on the basis of science-supported 
ocean planning for a sustainable ocean economy. For the 1st time in history this is feasible (+ more effective):

climate-smart, ecosystem-focussed, ethical & equitable 
ocean management on the basis of science-supported 

planning for a sustainable blue economy
(UN needs a consolidated approach, call it an SDG14 Plan)

Agencies,
Conventions,
Frameworks,

Protocols

Private Sector 

Ocean Science -
Policy interface

Science 
Community 


